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XL™ ELITE BRUSHES FROM PURDY® DELIVER HIGH PERFORMANCE
FOR A PERFECT FINISH WITH ALL PAINTS AND STAINS
CLEVELAND – Finding the right type of brush for painting project is extremely important, but
can sometimes be a bit tricky. The new line of XL™ Elite brushes from Purdy®, the leader in the
paint applicator and tool industry, takes the guesswork out of selecting the right paintbrush. XL
Elite brushes are extremely versatile and can be used with all paints and stains, indoors or out.
“As paint coatings have continued to evolve, such as the creation of low-VOC or fast-drying
acrylic options, Purdy looked to create a line of brushes that would provide exceptional results
with virtually any type of paint or stain,” said Andrew Marsden, Purdy product manager. “The
XL Elite brushes have a unique blend of bristles that will achieve a perfect finish and are easier
to clean when using thicker paints.”
The unique blend of Chinex® and polyester filaments used in the XL Elite brushes allow for
better shape and stiffness retention, plus offer faster clean up. Also, the stainless steel ferrule
won’t rust. The XL Elite line features a number of brush sizes and styles, including:


1” XL Elite Dale – Angle



1.5” XL Elite Dale – Angle



2” XL Elite Dale – Angle



2” XL Elite Glide – Angle



2.5” XL Elite Dale – Angle



2.5” XL Elite Glide – Angle



2.5” XL Elite Sprig – Flat



3” XL Elite Glide – Angle



3” XL Elite Sprig – Flat

Purdy’s new XL Elite paintbrushes are available at Sherwin-Williams stores nationwide and
other fine retailers.
For more information about Purdy, the XL Elite line of brushes or other fine Purdy products,
visit www.purdy.com.
###

About Purdy
Purdy is the leading manufacturer of professional painting applicators for paint and decorating
projects, delivering innovative products that provide the perfect finish. For more than 85 years,
professional painters and skilled do-it-yourselfers have looked to Purdy for high-quality,
handcrafted tools. Purdy offers premium paint brushes, roller covers, extension poles,
surface-preparation tools and paint accessories for almost every application. Purdy strives on its
commitment to quality, durability and performance. PROs demand…PURDY delivers.
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